








On Rocks.   

A stone, when it is examined will be 
found a mountain in miniature.  The 
fineness of Nature’s work is so great, 
that, into a single block, a foot or two in 
diameter, she can compress as many 
changes of form and structure, on a 
small scale, as she needs for her 
mountains on a large one. 

J. Ruskin, Modern Painters (1860)  









Stack of price increments: 
actual data mixed with 
simulations: Brownian, 
unifractal, mesofractal, 
and multifractal 





“Ten sigma” events probability, 
according to the Gaussian distribution, is: 
         a few millionths 
           of a millionth 
             of a millionth 
               of a millionth 

(Inverse of the Avogadro number!) 

Absurd.  The Gaussian is not a “norm.” 

     It grossly fails to fit reality. 



Least peaked bell: Gaussian 
Most peaked bell: Cauchy 

In between bell: Lévy stable distribution. 



•  Generator is symmetric, 
 hence defined by its 
first break point 

•  Recursive roughening 
 implemented by a 
cascade 

Fractal model founded on 
scaling or self-affinity, a 
principle of invariance  
under reduction or 
dilation. 





Guarantee: these 
cartoons hide  no 
“additive”     
beyond shuffling  

A cascade’s outcome 
•  is varied and 

variable 
•  is tunable from 

overly  simple  to 
overly complex 



Recursive fractal cartoon of Brownian motion 



Recursive fractal cartoon of Lévy stable motion 



Recursive fractal cartoon 
of fractional Brownian 

motions 



Recursive cartoons of multifractal functions 



Eight samples from one multifractal population 







States Of Randomness/Variability:  
The “Wild” State 



determination of t(q) 

determination of f(a) as an envelope 



•  The step from mild to wild variability, 
from the first to the second 
stage of indeterminism,  
marks a sharp increase in complexity;  
a frontier for science 

•  For the reductionist: the chastening 
examples of turbulence and 1/f noises 



Roughness is a frontier that science long 
ignored; now it must be faced 
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